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Two-Dimensional Raman Spectroscopy of Vibrational Interactions in Liquids
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Two-dimensional fifth-order Raman spectroscopy has the ability to probe nonlinear interactions
between well defined vibrational motions in liquids. It can reveal the nonlinear dependence of
the molecular polarizability on vibrational coordinates, intermolecular interaction-induced effects, and
anharmonic couplings between modes. We use this technique to probe these interactions at an
intramolecular level in liquid CCl4 and CHCl3, and at an intermolecular level in a mixture of these
two liquids. [S0031-9007(97)04158-6]

PACS numbers: 61.25.Em, 42.65.–k, 78.30.Cp, 78.55.Bq
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One of the fundamental goals of the study of liqui
dynamics is a molecular level description of the inte
actions between molecules as a basis for understand
physical properties and the rates of chemical reactio
[1]. Liquid dynamics are inherently difficult to quan-
tify on a molecular level due to the multiple time scale
of intermolecular and intramolecular interactions. Thes
manifest themselves as broadening of nuclear and el
tronic spectral signatures, thereby obscuring the deta
of the molecular interactions. The result of measur
ments on liquid dynamics in virtually all experiments is
an ensemble-averaged two-point time-correlation functio
for liquid motions, or equivalently a spectral density o
susceptibility [2]. This quantity generally lacks informa
tion on the nuclear coordinates or spatial dependencies
the dynamics, as indicated by the predominant use of t
word “bath” to describe the modeling of the liquid in such
experiments.

Moving beyond the traditional picture of the bath
requires the use of structure-specific probes of molecu
interactions. Furthermore, observables are requir
that can give multipoint correlation functions betwee
different degrees of freedom, to quantify correlations o
couplings between motions. Such requirements have be
addressed in the field of nuclear magnetic resonan
(NMR) in which two-dimensional (2D) spectroscopie
allow such measurements to be made, although on a ti
scale which is slow compared to liquid dynamics [3
In this Letter, we demonstrate the use of 2D vibration
spectroscopy which gives direct evidence of couplings b
tween well defined motions within and between molecule
in liquids. As in 2D NMR, 2D vibrational spectra are a
powerful tool, giving qualitative information on couplings
between well defined nuclear motions and elucidatin
coupling mechanisms through quantitative analys
While the 1D Raman spectrum arises from polarizab
vibrational modes of a sample, a 2D Raman spectru
has additional combination frequencies and cross pe
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features which are an indication of the couplings betwe
modes.

The 2D vibrational technique presented here is a tim
domain fifth-order nonlinear Raman spectroscopy [4
This femtosecond nonresonant optical rephasing techni
is related to the gated photon echo and Raman echo [5
and is meant to probe the low-frequency Raman spectr
s1 700 cm21d. In condensed phases, intermolecul
motions result in a broad and continuous spectral feat
below ,200 cm21. A number of recent theoretical and
experimental studies have demonstrated that 2D Ram
spectroscopy can be used to probe heterogeneous dyn
ics underlying the low frequency spectral density [7–11
When applied to discrete high-frequency intramolecu
vibrations, the technique has the capacity to probe
nature of vibrational anharmonic couplings [12]. W
show qualitative evidence of vibrational couplings he
in 2D Raman spectra for two simple liquids, CCl4 and
CHCl3, and a mixture of the two. These data give dire
evidence of the strengths of interactions between w
defined nuclear motions in a liquid. A discussion of th
theory and a quantitative description is to follow [13].

The resonances in fifth-order Raman experiments res
from multilevel coherences induced among all the po
sible vibrational levels. The fifth-order Raman puls
sequence and a representative diagram are shown
Fig. 1 [7,10]. A fs pulse pair excites Raman modes in
coherence statesjal kbj at time t0. These coherences
evolve until a timet2, at which time a second Raman
interaction allows the initial coherence to be transferred
new coherences involving a third statejcl kbj. The new
coherence then evolves over a second period until it
probed at a timet4. The existence of the fifth-order signa
is an indication that coherent superpositions between
jal, jbl, andjcl states can be formed.

Our microscopic analysis starts with the three-point p
larizability correlation function that describes the respon
in the fifth-order experiment [4]
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Pulse sequence and time variables for the fift
order Raman experiment. (b) The primary rephasing doub
sided Feynman diagram [5] and Lee and Albrecht ladd
diagram [14] for an arbitrary three-level system.

Rs5dst2, t4d  2
1
h̄2 kffffãst4 1 t2d, ãst2dg, ãs0dgggl ,

where t2 and t4 refer to the time intervals between
pulses. The natural reference model is a collection
harmonic oscillators where the polarizabilitỹa is lin-
early proportional to the vibrational coordinatesq. For
this model, the only nonvanishing response function
Rs3dstd  ikfãstd, ãs0dglyh̄. All higher response func-
tions such asRs5d vanish identically due to interference
among Liouville space paths. We shall denote this mod
as “linear” sinceRs3d represents the linear nuclear re
sponse, although it is technically nonlinear in the radiatio
field. This suggests that there are two sources of nonl
earity, representing deviations from the reference mod
which are responsible forRs5d: nonlinear dependence ofã

on the nuclear coordinates and anharmonic couplings
the vibrational Hamiltonian [12].

The coordinate dependence of the polarizability
obtained by expanding̃a to higher order over all modes
of the system

ã  ãsq0d 1
X

i

µ
≠ã

≠qi

∂
q0

qi 1
1
2

X
ij

µ
≠2ã

≠qi≠qj

∂
q0

qiqj 1 · · ·

 as0d 1 a
s1d
i qi 1 a

s2d
ij qiqj 1 · · · .

Within such an expansion, terms involving the secon
order expansion coefficienta

s2d
ij , which couple theqi

and qj coordinates, will contribute to the fifth-order
signal. More explicitly, a nonlinear dependence of th
polarizability on the two coordinates leads to a fifth-orde
signal through correlation functions, such as

2a
s1d
i a

s1d
j a

s2d
ij kffqist2 1 t4d

3 qjst2 1 t4d, qjst2dg, qis0dglyh̄2 .

This signal sas2d
ij fi 0d implies that the polarizability is

nonadditive in both modes. The interaction with the ra
diation field then creates coherences among these mo
which show up as mixed (cross) resonances. The cro
si fi jd contributions to the polarizability arise either from
intramolecular couplings through shared molecular ele
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tronic states, or from interaction-induced intermolecul
couplings (local field effects) [15].

The second source of nonlinearity is vibrational anha
monicity [12]. Generally, for a ground state potential th
includes a cubic anharmonicity of the form

V s3d 
1
6

X
ijk

µ
≠3V

≠qi≠qj≠qk

∂
qiqjqk  g

s3d
ijkqiqjqk ,

the fifth-order signal will have contributions proportiona
to 2a

s1d
i a

s1d
j a

s1d
k g

s3d
ijk. This anharmonic mechanism als

allows the coupling of two states, but is distinct from
electronic couplings in the nonlinear polarizability, sinc
this is directly related to the liquid potential.

These two types of nonlinearities manifest themselves
the 2D fifth-order Raman experiment as the appearance
combination peaks in the spectral representation of the s
nal obtained by a 2D Fourier transform. We demonstra
this with simulations based on the Raman spectrum
CCl4. Figure 2 shows the 1D polarized Raman spectru
of CCl4 obtained by Fourier transformation of a fs nonre
onant pump-probe experiment. The three underdamp
C-Cl vibrational modes and the overdamped intermole
ular contribution are modeled by a fit to four Brownia
oscillator modes [5]. Figure 3 presents two simulations
the 2D fifth-order absolute value Raman spectrum of CC4

on the basis of this fit. This calculation shows a fifth
order response derived from the polarizability-induce
nonlinearitya

s2d
ij and neglecting anharmonicitiesg

s3d
ijk  0.

The expressions for the 2D response were derived us
the generating functions in Ref. [7]. The fit paramete
from Fig. 2 were used as input. In Fig. 3(a) we assume
diagonal nonlinearitya

s2d
ij  dij, i.e., an additive response

in the four modes. The peaks along the frequency dia
onals sv2  v4  6Vid are the peaks observed in th
1D spectrum. The only other features observed a
the sum and difference frequency peaks that arise fr
the interaction of a vibrational coordinate with itsel

FIG. 2. The polarized Raman spectrum of CCl4 taken from
the sine transform of the 1D third-order Raman responseR

s3d
ZZZZ .

The spectrum has not been deconvolved. Also shown is
fit to three underdamped and one overdamped modes.
modes at 218, 314, and460 cm21 have relative amplitudes
of 2.5, 3.0, and 7.1, and damping times of 1.2, 1.15, a
1.1 ps, respectively. The overdamped mode has an amplit
of 1.7 and exponential rise and decay times of 0.12 and 0.2
respectively.
2703
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FIG. 3. Simulations of the 2D Raman spectrumjRs5dsv2, v4dj
for CCl4 between0 700 cm21 in two limiting cases. (a) Fully
decoupled casesas2d

ij  dij, g
s3d
ijk  0d and (b) polarizability-

coupled modessas2d
ij  1; g

s3d
ijk  0d. Only two quadrants of the

spectrum are shown, since the other two are equal by invers
symmetry.

the overtoness2v2  v4  2Vid and zero-frequency
peakssv2  6Vi ; v4  0d. The ability of fifth-order
experiments to probe the dephasing of overtones has b
previously exploited [16]. Figure 3(b) shows a simulatio
including off-diagonal coupling through the polarizability
a

s2d
ij  1, g

s3d
ijk  0. The ability of the radiation field to

create coherence between each of the modes leads to
appearance of various sum and difference frequency pea
in addition to the features previously described for th
decoupled spectrum. The placement of these combinat
peaks inv4 is correlated with the coupled fundamental
in v2 in a manner that makes assignment of the orig
simple. Introducing anharmonicity as a form of coupling
also leads to the same pattern of peaks as in Fig. 3(
but now the relative amplitude of diagonal, cross-, an
difference-frequency peaks for given modes in the spe
trum can be used as an indication of the nature of th
underlying nonlinearity.

To probe the existence of intramolecular and inte
molecular interactions in simple liquids, 2D Raman spe
tra were obtained from fifth-order Raman measuremen
on CCl4, CHCl3, and a CCl4:CHCl3 mixture in a 1:1 mole
ratio. To extract the fifth-order responseRs5dst2, t4d, an
intrinsic heterodyne detection geometry was used, whi
measures a cross term between the 1D and 2D sign
Rs3dst4dRs5dst2, t4d, rather than the homodyne respons
jRs5dst2, t4dj2 [17]. The heterodyne response was mea
sured by sweeping both time variables in the correlatio
function in 16 fs steps fort2  0 to 3 ps andt4  0 to
.2.2 ps. In all cases, the polarized responseR

s5d
ZZZZZZ was
2704
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measured.Rs5dst2, t4d was obtained by dividing out the
1D third-order response contribution from the 2D data
Absolute value 2D spectra were obtained by 2D Fourie
transformation of the data sets after truncating hyperp
larizability signals fort2, t4 , 96 fs and zero paddingt2

and t4 to 8.2 ps. The resulting spectra shown in Fig. 4
are an average over two separate data sets, each of wh
were averaged over the slight uncertainty of the zero tim
and baseline of the third- and fifth-order responses. Th
process of dividing out the underdamped 1D respon
leads to the introduction of large uncertainties near th
zero crossings. Although these uncertainties lead to d
tinct variations of the form of the signal, the spectra
features in Fig. 4 are consistently present. Future acqui
tion of data from underdamped modes should consider t
use of a heterodyne technique that measuresRs5d directly
rather thanRs3dRs5d, although this is a more complex ex-
periment than the one described here.

It is immediately clear from the data in Fig. 4 that
there is strong evidence of cross (off-diagonal) non
linearities between the intramolecular vibrational mode
in these samples. In CCl4 all three fundamental in-
tramolecular vibrations observed show significant cros
peaks between each other, as well as difference frequen
peaks at points predicted by the simulation in Fig. 3(b
It is not surprising that a strong cross peak 1sv2 
460 cm21, v4  219 cm21d exists between then2 andn1

FIG. 4. 2D fifth-order Raman spectrajRs5dsv2, v4dj of
(a) CCl4, (b) CHCl3, and (c) a 1:1 mole ratio CCl4:CHCl3
mixture. Labeled peaks are described in the text. Dash
lines show the fundamental frequencies, and dotted lines a
difference frequencies.
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modes, as a result of the Fermi resonance between2n2
and n1. This coupling is also observed in the antidiago
nal quadrant as a cross peak 2sv2  2460 cm21, v4 
219 cm21d and as difference frequency peak 3fv2 
2219 cm21, v4  s460 219d cm21g. A clear sign of
coupling between then4 and n1 modes is their cross
peak 4 and the difference frequency peak 5 observ
at fv2  2314 cm21, v4  s460 314d cm21g. The in-
tramolecular couplings in CHCl3 are clearly much weaker,
as evidenced by the significantly weaker cross pea
in Fig. 4(b). The only significant coupling features ar
the difference frequency peaks 6 and 7 between t
262 cm21 n6 mode and the368 cm21 n3 mode fv2 
2n6, n3; v4  sn3 n6d cm21g. In both neat liquids, dis-
tinction between the two sorts of nonlinearity require
a quantitative analysis. This will be presented else
where [13].

Evidence for intermolecular interactions is present in th
2D spectrum of the CCl4:CHCl3 mixture in Fig. 3(c). The
appearances of the cross peak 8 between then2 mode of
CCl4 and then3 mode of CHCl3, peak 9 between then1

mode of CCl4 and then3 mode of CHCl3, and peak 10 be-
tween then1 mode of CCl4 and then6 mode of CHCl3 are
clear indications of the coupling between the fundame
tal modes of the two molecules. The intermolecular cro
peaks can be due either to anharmonic coupling of the
coordinates on the collective liquid potential, or inter
molecular interaction-induced effects which couple th
fluctuations in the electronic states between molecules
the polarizability. Although these distinct mechanism
give rise to peaks at the same frequencies, they can be se
rated by the relative intensities of pairs of peaks in th
spectrum [13]. In particular, the ratio in amplitudes of
coupling cross peak in the diagonal quadrantsv2, v4 . 0d
to that in the antidiagonal quadrants2v2, v4 . 0d can be
used to determine thea

s2d
ij yg

s3d
iij ratio. In practice, two or

three coupling elements,a
s2d
ij andg

s3d
ijk, can contribute to a

given peak, but a self-consistent analysis of all peaks c
extract unique values for each parameter in these ten
quantities.

The combination peaks observed in the 2D Raman spe
trum are features that are directly related to the mole
ular description of the interactions that occur in liquids
Many features influence matrix elements for the cross pe
amplitude, all of which give information on how differ-
ent degrees of freedom in liquids interact. Careful inve
tigation of these features can lead to important physic
information such as the strength and time scales of intera
tion between polarizable electronic states, the symmetry
interactions among intermolecular and intramolecular m
tions, the role of interaction-induced effects, and domina
anharmonic couplings between vibrational modes. Qua
tifying these interactions for specific nuclear coordinate
will help develop a molecular description of liquid dynam
ics. Although the overall time-correlation functions for
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solvent motions is reasonably well understood, 2D vibr
tional spectroscopy should allow a molecular descripti
of the particular solvent motions involved in these rela
ation processes. More generally, the technique of 2D
brational spectroscopy is a powerful structure-specific to
that can be applied to static and dynamic correlation pro
lems in condensed phases.
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